
FRONTEND DEVELOPER 

YOUR WORK AREA INCLUDES: 

› Proficiency in working with HTML5, JS and common Frameworks (preferably jQuery) 

› AJAX, responsive Design, JSON should not be alien for you 

› Proficiency in working with Photoshop and Illustrator 

› PHP and MySQL skills are desirable 

› Knowledge of CMS systems is advantageous 

› You have a good sense for timing, animation and „feel“ of a website 

YOUR PROFILE 

The following personal characteristics fit with us:  

We are constantly looking for motivated talents equipped with a high awareness of quality –  

be it programming, design or project management. As a Frontend Developer, you ideally have  

a marked appreciation for the latest web technologies and you autodidactically bring ideas and 

insights into your own work. Also, you enjoy working in interdisciplinary teams and you have a  

keen sense for the challenges of working at the interface of programming and design. If clean 

code is just as dear to your heart as it is to ours: come work with us! 

AGENCY PROFILE 

We are an owner-operated creative agency situated in the heart of Frankfurt am Main. Here, a 

team of more than 20 motivated minds works collaboratively with international clients from the 

Fashion, Lifestyle and Financial Services sectors. We put emphasis on a positive work  

environment shaped by the inspiring mix of specialists and generalists: equipped with a natural 

curiosity for all things related to technology, innovative design, software development and  

clientoriented project management. 

Aside from that, we can offer you a more than stunning view of the Frankfurt Skyline – promise. 

WE OFFER: 

› Interdisciplinary teams and joint work on international clients 

› Exciting projects with motivated colleagues 

› Open, professional work atmosphere and flat hierarchies 

› High level of quality awareness in all work areas 

›  Professional development and talent promotion through  

a demanding and creative work environment 

› Beautiful office spaces with an unmatched view of the Frankfurt Skyline 

APPLY NOW

›  GERMAN LANGUAGE-SKILLS ARE NOT MANDATORY

›  WE ARE HAPPY TO HELP YOU IN RELOCATING

›  NO FREELANCERS / STUDIOS PLEASE ;-)  

WE LOVE REAL TEAMWORK!

bewerbung@biedermannundbrandstift.com

WHAT WE DO

Tommy Hilfiger, Calvin Klein, Gerry Weber,  

George Gina & Lucy

www.wormland.de

www.be.rs
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